Investigation on the Path of Industrial Internet Promoting Digital Transformation and Upgrading of Agricultural Industry in Hebei Province
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Abstract: With the development of digital technology, the agricultural industry is gradually transitioning towards digitization and informatization, laying the foundation for improving agricultural efficiency, promoting agricultural industry upgrading, and improving the quality of agricultural products. At the current stage, the Digital Transformation (abbreviated as DT for convenience) of the agricultural industry still faces some problems, such as insufficient application capacity of digital technology, poor information sharing, data security and so on. In order to make the DT of the agricultural industry proceed smoothly, it is necessary to use the advantages of the industrial Internet to strengthen the application and promotion of digital technology, improve the ability of information sharing and collaboration, and strengthen data security. In this paper, the Internet technology would be studied to promote the agricultural DT and upgrading in Hebei Province. The effect of DT of agriculture in Hebei Province was analyzed by calculating the technological progress change index of each agricultural industry in 2015-2019. According to the statistical data, from 2015 to 2019, the average technological progress change index of forestry, plantation and aquaculture in Hebei Province was 1.0704, 1.1982 and 1.1894, respectively. These data showed that from 2015 to 2019, the technological progress change index of each agricultural industry in Hebei Province was greater than 1, indicating that the production level of these agricultural industries was improved, which also indicated that the measures taken by Hebei Province in agricultural DT were effective.

1. Introduction

With the continuous development and popularization of Internet technology, the DT of agricultural industry has become a topic of universal concern around the world, and has gradually become an important direction of agricultural development in various countries. Under this trend, how to use Internet technology to promote the DT of agricultural industry and improve the
efficiency and quality of Agricultural Production (abbreviated as AP for convenience) has important theoretical and practical significance. At present, there are many problems in AP, such as inefficient traditional planting management methods, information blockage, lack of standardization, and unstable quality. The application of Internet technology can combine multiple emerging technologies such as the Internet of Things, big data, artificial intelligence and AP, thus improving the sustainability and competitiveness of AP. Therefore, this paper aimed to explore the role of Internet technology in AP by studying the role of Internet technology in DT of agricultural industry, and provided new ideas and paths for promoting sustainable agricultural development.

According to relevant information, the following scholars’ research on agricultural development is listed. Comprehensive rural development is an important means of achieving poverty reduction goals, and many agricultural projects related to poverty reduction have been initiated and achieved significant results. In addition, the opportunities brought by the constantly expanding agricultural product markets are often accompanied by the challenges of participating in these markets, which are key attributes of agricultural innovation and inclusive value chain development [1-2]. Clapp Jennifer studied global climate change from the perspectives of political economy, agriculture, and food systems, and believed that food and agriculture were the main causes of climate change and the industries most susceptible to its impact. How to handle the relationship between ecological and economic systems has become a complex and controversial political dynamic. Some people support initiatives related to “climate smart agriculture” and marine resources, attempting to address the interrelationships between these systems. Critics argue that these strategies only promote more policies that put pressure on the climate food system [3]. Olivares Barlin Orlando studied the sustainable AP of potatoes with the aim of identifying suitable agricultural areas for potato cultivation to achieve. He used the agricultural ecological zoning method of Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations to determine the physical characteristics of different regions through the analysis of climate and soil characteristics, and then fanned the crops to adapt to different environmental requirements [4]. The above research topic has studied agricultural development from multiple perspectives and has certain reference value for the research work of this topic.

After consulting the data, the following research literature on Internet and agricultural DT was found. Firstly, agriculture is facing increasing challenges due to factors such as population growth and climate change. Intelligent agriculture can use detailed digital information to guide decision-making on the agricultural value chain, thus helping to improve Agricultural productivity. In addition, designing sustainable agricultural systems through digital agriculture can balance the economic, environmental, and social aspects of sustainable food production [5-6]. Valiyev Akif pointed out that digitization was an innovative factor in the development of agriculture in Azerbaijan, and systematizes and proves the effectiveness of digitization. He identified key factors and obstacles to digitization through surveys of multiple agricultural enterprise executives, including costs, legislative procedures, and cybersecurity. The use of regression modeling methods confirmed the impact of digital factors on the innovative development of agricultural enterprises, and determined the level of digital development in the agricultural sector [7]. According to Haggag W. M, COVID-19 led to the global economic crisis, with particular attention to food safety. Therefore, in the direction and investment of agricultural digitization, it is necessary to combine the development of information and telecommunications technology. The application of digital technology is very important as it can improve the sustainability and productivity of the agricultural sector. Most countries have begun to adopt information and communication technologies to improve efficiency in the agricultural sector. These measures aim to cope with the impact of COVID-19 on rural services and agricultural development [8]. After carefully reading the above article, it can be understood that the research of the above scholars provides a good direction for the
This paper studied the effect of Internet technology on the DT and upgrading of agricultural industry. The research results showed that Internet technology played a significant role in the DT and upgrading of agricultural industry, and achieved significant results. Through the application of Internet technology, AP could achieve accurate management, efficient production and intelligent services, which injected new impetus into the improvement of total factor productivity. The innovation of this paper was that it used the change index of technological progress and the change index of technological efficiency to analyze the effect of agricultural DT, which made the research results more scientific.

2. Investigation on DT of Agriculture

2.1 Importance of Agricultural DT

Agricultural DT refers to the process of applying modern information technology to AP, management, marketing and other aspects to improve AP efficiency and promote sustainable agricultural development [9-10]. In addition, DT has far-reaching significance and value for promoting sustainable agricultural development, and can accelerate the coordinated development of economy, society and environment. In general, the importance of agricultural DT lies in the following aspects:

(1) Improving AP efficiency

DT can bring many improvements to AP, the most significant of which is to improve production efficiency [11-12]. Through the application of digital technology, AP processes can be optimized and simplified, thereby improving farmers’ work efficiency and production efficiency. In addition, digital decision-making can also help farmers more accurately assess market demand and crop growth conditions, in order to develop more scientific production plans for them. These measures can not only reduce input costs, but also increase returns, making AP more sustainable, stable, and prosperous.

(2) Optimizing resource utilization

DT has brought a new idea of fine management to agricultural management, which can realize the optimal utilization of agricultural resources, thus achieving the goal of efficiency, economy and environmental protection [13-14]. Through the application of digital technology, farmers can achieve precise monitoring and regulation of various production resources, enabling more rational allocation and utilization of agricultural resources. For example, through digital data analysis and prediction, AP plans can be scientifically formulated to avoid resource waste and duplicate investment; Real time perception and optimization of AP processes can also be achieved through remote monitoring and intelligent management, thereby improving resource utilization efficiency. The advantage of DT is that it can provide more intelligent, efficient, accurate and flexible support for agricultural management, and inject new power and vitality into the sustainable development of agriculture.

(3) Accelerating the process of agricultural modernization

The promotion and application of DT can not only bring many improvements to AP, but also accelerate the process of agricultural modernization. With the support of DT, AP would automatically derive more advanced, intelligent and efficient models and models, laying a solid foundation for agricultural modernization. Specifically, DT can provide more comprehensive, accurate and rapid technical support for AP, making AP gradually become an industry with modern characteristics. For example, in areas such as planting, breeding, processing, and sales, digital technology can provide support, improve the technological content and competitiveness of production, and make agriculture more modern, market-oriented, and industrialized. In a word, the
DT has played a vital role in promoting the process of agricultural modernization, providing infinite possibilities for agricultural development.

(4) Promoting sustainable agricultural development

DT plays an irreplaceable role in promoting sustainable agricultural development. On the one hand, DT can provide more intelligent, efficient and accurate technical support for AP, and promote the greening, environmental protection and safety of AP. Through the application of digital technology, various goals such as resource conservation, pollution control, and ecological protection can be achieved in the AP process, thus making sustainable agricultural development a reality. On the other hand, DT can also optimize infrastructure construction, and improve resource utilization efficiency, so as to promote agricultural technology innovation and intellectual property protection and constantly cultivate new products, new markets and new opportunities in the industry. It can bring greater development space and market competitiveness to farmers and enterprises, and further promote sustainable agricultural development.

2.2 Main Process of Agricultural DT

Agricultural DT can involve a variety of technical means, such as the Internet of Things, cloud computing, artificial intelligence, Big data analysis, etc. [15-16]. By adopting digital technology, AP can achieve precise management, improve resource utilization efficiency, and reduce production costs. At the same time, digital technology can help farmers understand market demand and price changes in real time, reduce the cost of circulation, and bring more benefits to farmers. In addition, digital technology can also assist agricultural researchers in predicting pests and diseases, assessing soil fertility, and improving crop quality and yield [17-18]. The main process is as follows:

(1) Data collection

In the process of agricultural DT, collecting a large number of agricultural data is the first and crucial step. These agricultural data include meteorological data, crop growth data, soil condition data, agricultural machinery operation data, etc. They can be automatically collected through sensors, monitoring equipment and other means, and real-time data transmission can be achieved through cloud computing and Internet of Things technology [19]. At the same time, combining artificial intelligence and other technologies can also achieve more in-depth data mining and analysis, providing more scientific guidance for AP.

(2) Data analysis

The collected agricultural data needs to be scientifically analyzed and processed in order to better guide AP. By utilizing technologies such as data mining, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, functions such as data classification, prediction, and decision-making can be achieved, thereby improving production efficiency and economic benefits. For example, by analyzing and modeling historical meteorological data, it is possible to predict future climate change trends and make reasonable planning and adjustments in AP. In addition, machine learning technology can be used to analyze and predict soil fertility status, develop corresponding fertilization plans, and optimize crop growth environment to improve yield and quality.

(3) Decision support

The results of reference data analysis can provide scientific basis and decision-making support for AP and management. For example, combining the latest Precision agriculture technology, more targeted pesticides can be used to better protect crops, and optimize crop planting methods to improve production efficiency and quality. In addition, data analysis and modeling can be used to study the mutual influence of factors such as meteorology, soil, and plant diseases and pests, further guiding and optimizing AP decisions.

(4) Digital management
Digital management is of great significance for modern AP and operation. It can digitize all aspects of AP and operation, including planting, fertilization, irrigation, picking, sales, etc. Through the Internet of Things and cloud computing technology, the automation, intelligence, and informatization of production processes are achieved, thereby improving AP efficiency and quality. Taking planting as an example, sensors and controllers can be used to monitor soil temperature, humidity, lighting and other information in real-time. Based on the data analysis results, precise fertilization and irrigation can be carried out to further improve the growth speed and yield of plants. In addition, the use of drones and satellite remote sensing technology for land inspections and investigations can provide a more accurate understanding of crop growth and conditions, timely detection of pests and diseases, and prevention and control measures. In the picking and sales process, using electronic labeling technology to trace agricultural products can prevent counterfeit and shoddy products from entering the market, ensuring the health and safety of consumers.

The main process of agricultural DT is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Main process of agricultural DT](image)

3. Role of Internet Technology in Agricultural Digitization

Agricultural digitization refers to the use of digital technology to connect various links of AP, and the visualization, digitization, and intelligence of the entire AP process through information technology such as big data and data analysis, enhancing the efficiency, quality, and sustainability of AP [20]. Internet technology plays a very important role in agricultural digitization. Firstly, internet technology can improve farmers’ access to information. Through internet technology, farmers can learn about weather, market prices, policies and regulations, and adjust AP methods in a timely manner to improve production efficiency. In addition, farmers can sell agricultural products through the internet, open up broader sales channels, and obtain better economic benefits.

Secondly, internet technology can optimize agricultural supply chain management. By establishing a digital supply chain system, every step of AP from farmland to dining tables can be accurately managed and monitored, avoiding resource waste and loss. Digitization of the supply chain can also improve logistics efficiency, shorten goods transportation time, reduce losses and costs. Finally, internet technology can also promote agricultural innovation and development. For example, the application of big data and artificial intelligence technology can analyze AP data and improve the precision and accuracy of decision-making. Meanwhile, through a digital traceability system, food safety can be guaranteed and consumer trust can be improved.

4. Investigation on DT of Agriculture in Hebei Province

Since the implementation of agricultural DT in Hebei Province, remarkable achievements have been made. The application of digital technology has made AP in Hebei Province more precise, efficient, intelligent, and sustainable. According to statistics, from 2015 to 2019, Hebei Province
took a series of measures to promote the DT of agriculture, and the gross agricultural product has been significantly improved. The specific data is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Gross agricultural product of Hebei Province (in 100 million yuan)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry type</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2016</th>
<th>2017</th>
<th>2018</th>
<th>2019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forestry</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crop farming</td>
<td>2732.3</td>
<td>2880.6</td>
<td>3224.5</td>
<td>3718.4</td>
<td>4027.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeding industry</td>
<td>1583.5</td>
<td>1867.2</td>
<td>2119.5</td>
<td>2355.5</td>
<td>2593.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the information in Table 1, it can be seen that the gross agricultural product of Hebei Province showed a rising trend during 2015-2019, especially the gross agricultural product of Plantation and breeding industry increased significantly. This is because Hebei Province has taken a series of measures to promote agricultural DT, making AP more accurate, efficient, intelligent and sustainable.

In order to more accurately describe the achievements of agricultural DT, the change index of technological progress and the change index of technological efficiency are used to describe. The expression for the TC index of technological progress change is as follows:

\[ TC = \sqrt{\frac{D_0^t(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1})}{D_0^{t+1}(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1})}} \cdot \frac{D_0^t(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1})}{D_0^t(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1})} \]  

(1)

Among them, \( x_{k}^{t} \) and \( y_{k}^{t} \) respectively represent the input and output of the kth industrial decision-making unit during period t. \( D_0^t(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1}) \) represents the distance function based on output in period t. TC represents the contribution of technological progress and innovation. When its value is greater than 1, it indicates that the technology has made progress and innovation.

The expression for the technical efficiency change index EC is as follows:

\[ EC = \frac{D_0^{t+1}(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1})}{D_0^t(x_{k}^{t+1}, y_{k}^{t+1})} \]  

(2)

Among them, when the value of EC is greater than 1, it indicates that the increase in industrial production level improves total factor productivity, and vice versa, it would worsen it.

Firstly, from 2015 to 2019, the technological progress change index of various agricultural industries in Hebei Province was calculated and statistically analyzed. The detailed data is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Index of technological progress changes in various agricultural industries in Hebei Province

According to the data in Figure 2, it could be seen that during 2015-2019, the average technological progress change index of forestry, plantation and aquaculture in Hebei Province was 1.0704, 1.1982 and 1.1894 respectively. These data indicated that between 2015 and 2019, the
agricultural industry in Hebei Province made certain technological progress and innovation.

Similarly, from 2015 to 2019, the technical efficiency change index of various agricultural industries in Hebei Province was calculated and statistically analyzed. The detailed data is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: Index of technological efficiency changes in various agricultural industries in Hebei Province](image)

According to the data in Figure 3, during 2015-2019, the average technical efficiency change index of forestry, plantation and aquaculture in Hebei Province was 1.056, 1.1458 and 1.1436, respectively. This showed that the production level of these three agricultural industries was improved, and the agricultural DT of Hebei Province achieved better results.

5. Conclusions

“Research on the path of Internet promoting DT and upgrading of agricultural industry” is an important research on agricultural industry upgrading in the current digital era. With the rapid development of information technology, the application of the Internet in the field of agriculture is becoming increasingly widespread. It has become an inevitable trend to transform traditional AP methods into modern digital AP methods. DT can help agricultural enterprises and farmers improve production efficiency and efficiency, promote sustainable agricultural development, and accelerate economic and social development in rural areas. This study aimed to explore the ways and strategies of DT, with a view to providing better guidance for the agricultural industry to rise to a new stage. The research results showed that since the implementation of agricultural DT in Hebei Province, the gross agricultural product showed a rising trend in 2015-2019. Therefore, the cooperation between the Internet and agriculture became one of the important factors to promote the faster development and promotion of agricultural DT. However, there were still some deficiencies in the study of the role of DT. First, in the process of DT, the infrastructure construction and digital technology application capacity in some rural areas were relatively weak, leading to the lag of digital process and regional differences. Secondly, farmers’ digital skills and quality levels were uneven, and different groups might face different challenges in the face of DT.
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